Effect of aging on the spatio-temporal pattern of event-related desynchronization during a voluntary movement.
Event-related desynchronization (ERD) of alpha components was studied in young and elderly subjects during planning of voluntary movement. ERD was quantified from 11 source derivations covering regions of the scalp corresponding to the supplementary motor area, the left and right primary sensorimotor areas, the vertex, and the medial posterior parietal cortex. Spatio-temporal display of ERD showed a very different pattern in elderly subjects, with mainly a spatial diffusion of ERD over the parietal and frontal regions. On the contrary, ERD in young subjects was limited to the central regions. ERD was also more lasting in elderly subjects. Changes of the ERD pattern in elderly subjects could indicate a change of cortical activation during voluntary movement. The data also confirm that ERD study is a useful electrophysiological exploration to observe the changes of cortical activation during cerebral aging.